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ABSTRACT

Speech transmission according to the digital cordless telephony
standards DECT, PHS, and PACS [1, 2, 3] is not protected by a
forward error correction (FEC) scheme. In case of adverse chan-
nel conditions an error concealment technique must be applied to
guarantee an acceptable speech quality or even to mute the speech
signal. The standards do not specify a mandatory error conceal-
ment mechanism, accordingly there is room for new solutions to
improve the decoding process of disturbed speech frames.

The mentioned cordless telephony standards employ the G.726
ADPCM speech codec [4]. Exploiting a frame reliability informa-
tion from the demodulator in addition to some a priori knowledge
about the ADPCM speech codec parameter, we apply thesoftbit
speech decoding techniques proposed in [5, 6, 7, 8] to the AD-
PCM decoder. It turns out that the robustness of the ADPCM
softbit speech decoder outperforms state of the art mechanisms
to conceal bit errors in cordless telephony systems. The new algo-
rithm encloses an inherent muting mechanism leading to a graceful
degradation of speech quality in case of adverse transmission con-
ditions. If the channel is error free, bit exactness as required by the
standards can be preserved.

1. ADPCM DECODING

In the following we focus on the DECT standard, although the
derived algorithms can be applied to any cordless telephony sys-
tem employing the ADPCM codec. The 32 kbit/s G.726 ADPCM
codec used in DECT speech transmission delivers 80 parameters
each consisting of 4 bits�� � ������� ������ ������ ������ per
10 ms DECT frame. The first bit����� at sample instant� � � de-
notes the sign, and the following 3 bits�� � ������� ������ ������
are an exponential representation of the magnitude of a residual
signal sample���.

Assuming the bits����� and������ being bipolar, the con-
ventional decoder performs
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 denoting an inverse bit mapping scheme / lookup
table with 8 values, and
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being a scale factor. The scale factor consists of a weighted sum
of theunlocked scale factor��

�� and thelocked scale factor�

��,

both depending on��
�� in the previous sample instant� � ��.

The adaptation speed parameter	
� serves as weighting factor.

2. ADPCM SOFTBIT DECODING

An entropy measurement of�� over a large data base yields� �
��� bit. Thus there is a redundancy of� � � bit�� � ���
bit that can be exploited by an appropriate error concealment if
the discrete probability distribution����

���� with � � �� �� � ��
being the quantization table index is available at the decoder.

The ADPCM softbit speech decoder is controlled by a frame
reliability information�� denoting the mean bit error probability
in the current frame of 320 bits. It is assumed to be perfectly
estimated at the demodulator [8]. Nevertheless, a certain misad-
justment of�� can be tolerated. Now channel dependent transi-
tion probabilities��������

����� � � �� �� � ��, from any possi-
bly transmitted 4-bit combination��

��� to the known received bit
combination��� can be computed [8]. An a posteriori probability
distribution is given by����
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with � normalizing the sum of all����
��������� � � �� �� � ��, to

one.
In contrast to eq. (1), the ADPCMsoftbit speech decoder per-

forms an estimation of the residual signal sample��� according
to
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Application of eq. (3) minimizes the mean squared error (MMSE)
of the residual signal sample���. The performance of the ADPCM
decoder is very sensitive to a proper value of the scale factor��.
Because the scale factor itself depends on previously received bit
combinations���� � � ������ , eq. (3) assumes it to be MS
estimated as well, following
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The probability term related to�
��

��� can easily be derived by
���
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scale factor����� requires 8 times computation of eq. (2), which is
then
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Note that the adaptation speed	
� in eq. (5) is not very sensitive
against bit errors, therefore it is computed only once based on the
received��

��.
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The� � � scale factors needed for eq. (5) are computed by
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and
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Here the estimated scale factor from the previous sample instant,
a tabulated value� 	
 (see [4]), and, especially, asingle value for
�

� are needed.

We need to make available this single value of�

�� for the

computations of����� by eq. (5) in the next sample instant� � �.
Therefore, by putting eq. (7) into eq. (5) and omitting the index
���, we perform
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using the estimated scale factor��	
�
� , and
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Based on thesebackward adapted scale factors, again 8 versions
of ��� and�
� can be computed using the recursive formulae eqs.
(6) and (7) in the next sample instant.

We found that the LMS algorithm for updating the coefficients
of the synthesis filter���� � ��	���

��
���
prefers reliable signs rather

than reliable values of the residual signal���. Therefore these up-
dates are based on the erroneously received bits��� in conjunction
with the estimated scale factor��	
�

� . This requires the decoder to
perform a second���� filtering in addition to the���� synthesis
filtering of ���	
�

� .

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

To simulate a DECT-like channel behaviour, we used a frequency-
nonselective Rayleigh fading channel model with perfect frame
synchronisation and 2-path selection diversity. Given the�����

ratio and a user speed, each 10 ms a fading factor� was obtained.
Assuming it to be constant over the whole frame, the bit error prob-
ability [9]
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of a binary FSK modulation was computed to control a binary
symmetric channel model. The same�� was used for ADPCM
softbit speech decoding as well as for a reference error conceal-
ment technique employing simple frame repetition of the 320 bits,
if �� � �� (i.e. abad frame). The�� threshold was found em-
pirically to deliver best results for the frame repetition technique.
In case of successive bad frames, earlier good frames are taken for
repetition and after 4 bad frames muting takes place.

Fig. 1 shows the simulation results for a user speed of 30 cm/s
(1.08 km/h). It turns out that there is a good correlation of speech
SNR and speech quality in ADPCM speech transmission. Below
����� � �� dB the curve of the standard ADPCM decoder is
characterized by a steep degradation of speech quality. Our refer-
ence frame repetition error concealment technique yields a better
quality but still has severe clicks and artifacts. Finally, the pro-
posed ADPCM softbit speech decoding technique gives a surpris-
ingly good speech quality showing graceful degradation in the case
of channel errors. Having the estimate of�� available from the de-
modulator, the additional complexity compared to pure ADPCM
decoding can roughly be estimated to be 3...4 MIPS.
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Fig. 1. Speech SNR in [dB]: DECT speech transmission using the
ADPCM speech codec with 3 different decoding variants.

4. CONCLUSION

In this contribution we applied the softbit speech decoding tech-
nique to the highly recursive, sample-by-sample working ADPCM
coder. By exploiting less than 10% redundancy in the transmitted
4 bit indices, simulations close to DECT-like channel behaviour
show a graceful degradation and a significantly higher speech qual-
ity as achieved by conventional frame repetition algorithms.
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